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ABSTRACT
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is increasingly being used in
specialized domains such as medical ASR and news transcription.
Owing to the lack of high quality annotated speech data in such do-
mains, off-the-shelf models are commonly employed by fine-tuning
on domain-specific data. This poses a significant challenge in tran-
scribing long-tail expressions and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) named
entities. On the other hand, readily available knowledge graphs
(KGs) provide semantically structured knowledge for such domain-
specific named entities. In this work, we propose the Knowledge-
Infused Subword Model (KISM), a novel technique for incorporat-
ing semantic context from KGs into the ASR pipeline for improving
the performance of OOV named entities. Our experiments show that
KISM improves OOV recall of an ASR model by 4.58% (absolute)
for named entities that were not seen during training.

Index Terms— ASR, knowledge graphs, beam search

1. INTRODUCTION
Advancements in automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies
have led to a mass adoption in domain-specific use cases such as
medical ASR and news transcription [1, 2]. Such use cases typically
include speech heavily consisting of factual context in the form of
named entities. However, most auxiliary modeling techniques that
augment the acoustic model in the ASR pipeline (e.g., language
models) focus only on lexical and syntactic coherence of the out-
put transcription. In order to preserve general semantics, such tech-
niques may introduce evident factual errors, especially in the case
of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) entities [3, 4]. For example, a language
model (LM) could output a higher score for the transcription “new
daly is the capital of india”, compared to the factually correct tran-
scription “new delhi is the capital of india”, if it has never seen “new
delhi” during training. On the other hand, readily available knowl-
edge graphs (KGs) provide a tremendous amount of factual informa-
tion for such entities in a structured format. Thus, KGs can enable
an ASR model to become knowledge-aware and avoid making such
mistakes. To this end, we propose a novel model-agnostic approach
to incorporate such structured knowledge into the ASR pipeline for
improving performance on OOV named entities (Fig. 1).

In this work, we focus on autoregressive transformer models
which have shown superior performance in the ASR domain [5,
6]. We propose the knowledge-infused subword modeling approach
comprising of a Knowledge-driven Fuzzy Refinement technique and
a Knowledge-Infused Subword Model (KISM). The KISM model
(redundant acronym used hereon for brevity) works with an autore-
gressive decoder during beam search to increase the likelihood of
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Fig. 1: System overview. KISM fixes the transcription for entity
“new delhi” by leveraging a knowledge graph and fuzzy refinement.

decoding named entities that are associated with the knowledge con-
text extracted from a given speech utterance. One major challenge
in extracting such knowledge context arises from the unidirectional
decoding style (from left to right) employed in the autoregressive
inference paradigm, which makes it difficult to detect the complete
knowledge context until the entire speech transcription has been de-
coded. In our previous example, it is not possible to infer that the
knowledge context corresponds to “india” until the last word has
been decoded. We overcome this challenge by employing a two-
pass approach, wherein we use the first pass through the ASR model
to obtain an initial hypothesis. This hypothesis is used to extract
the knowledge context by leveraging an exhaustive knowledge graph
(Section 3.1). We then preprocess the knowledge context using our
proposed fuzzy refinement approach to identify named entities that
have a high fuzzy match with misspelled n-grams in the original hy-
pothesis (Section 3.2). Using these named entities, we then con-
struct the KISM model on-the-fly. Finally, KISM augments the beam
search stage in a second pass to increase the likelihood of replacing
the misspelled n-grams with the matching entities (Section 3.3).
Through this work, we make the following major contributions:
• Our work proposes a novel technique for infusing ASR inference

with structured knowledge-driven context that improves the ASR
performance for unseen named entities.

• Our approach is model-agnostic, and can be used with any ASR
model that supports beam search decoding at the subword level.

• Since the KISM model is constructed on-the-fly by leveraging
KGs in a heuristic manner, our approach does not require any re-
training of the underlying ASR model. Additionally, this tech-
nique also enables the KISM model to be easily updated with
evolving knowledge-based facts by simply updating the KG itself.

• In Section 4, we show that our approach improves the OOV recall
for unseen named entities by 4.58% (absolute) from the baseline.

We also perform extensive ablation experiments to demonstrate
the efficacy of each component of our proposed approach in obtain-
ing the best results for both OOV recall as well as word error rate. To
the best of our knowledge, KISM is the first technique to address the
challenge of incorporating knowledge graphs into the ASR pipeline
in a heuristic and model-agnostic manner.



2. BACKGROUND

Knowledge graphs (KGs) can provide contextualized regularization
in the ASR pipeline for decoding named entities of interest. In this
work, we leverage the DBpedia knowledge graph [7] for this pur-
pose. DBpedia is a large and comprehensive database that aims to
represent the web of human knowledge in a semantically structured
format. DBpedia also provides DBpedia Spotlight [8], a tool that de-
tects and annotates DBpedia resources such as named entities from
unstructured text. Given the large size of some KGs, several works
have also been proposed that aim to efficiently operationalize search
and traversal over large KGs [9, 10, 11]. We use RDFlib [11] to
efficiently navigate the DBpedia KG in this work.

Research in leveraging large-scale KGs for improving ASR per-
formance on OOV named entities is still in an early stage. Few
works in the current literature [12, 13] come close to addressing
our proposed problem statement. In [12], the authors rescore the
ASR N-best list by detecting named entities and computing a seman-
tic relatedness score between the entities based on a TransE met-
ric [14]. The authors of [12] do not report any success with their
approach. In [13], authors train a weighted finite-state transducer
(WFST) on-demand to rescore a hypothesis lattice. However, the
approach in [13] only works on domain-specific language templates,
whereas our proposed approach is grammar free, and can be used for
any domain. It is also unclear if the approach in [13] can be scaled
to large-scale KGs. We show the efficacy of our approach using
DBpedia, one of the largest domain-agnostic KGs. Moreover, both
works [12, 13] require offline training of artifacts such as the TransE
model in [12] and the base WFST in [13]. The TransE model in [12]
also needs to be re-trained for any changes in the KG. In contrast,
our proposed approach does not require training of any additional
artifacts and can directly adapt to changes in the underlying KG.

3. APPROACH

3.1. Extracting Knowledge Subgraph

Multiple named entities occurring concurrently in a speech utterance
are more likely to be related to each other. We employ this as a prior
and determine if a subset of concurrently occurring named entities
are correctly detected by the ASR model in the original transcrip-
tion. For this, we perform greedy decoding using the CTC head
of a hybrid CTC-attention model and obtain a first-pass hypothe-
sis ŷ. Leveraging the CTC head ensures a low overhead in the ini-
tial pass. We then apply DBpedia Spotlight to detect if any entities
V̂ = {v̂1, . . . , v̂K̂} are already present in ŷ. We leverage the ex-
haustive KG provided by DBpedia coupled with these named entities
identified by DBpedia Spotlight to determine all one-hop neighbors
of entities in V̂ . This yields a knowledge subgraph Ḡ = {V̄, Ē}
where V̄ = {v̄1, . . . , v̄K̄} are the named entity nodes of the graph
and Ē is the set of relations between these nodes. Based on our prior
discussed above, we predict that misspelled named entities in ŷ may
be present in V̄ . Note here that V̂ ⊂ V̄ . In Section 3.2, we describe
a fuzzy refinement method that prunes these named entities in V̄ .

3.2. Knowledge-driven Fuzzy Refinement

Our assumption is that an ASR model that has not specifically seen
named entities during training will make spelling errors for utter-
ances of named entities. Hence, we use the Ratcliff/Obershelp pat-
tern matching algorithm [15] to determine if any named entities in
V̄ obtained from the knowledge subgraph Ḡ can be used to refine

any misspelled phrases in the original transcription ŷ. The Rat-
cliff/Obershelp (RO) pattern matching algorithm is a fuzzy string-
matching algorithm that takes two strings S1 and S2, and yields a
score DRO(S1, S2) ∈ [0, 1] where a score of 1 means both strings
are a complete match (sample calculation shown in Table 1).

To apply the fuzzy matching algorithm, we first perform a se-
ries of standard text normalization steps on the surface form of each
named entity in V̄ , giving us a set of normalized surface forms for
the named entities, which we denote as Q = {q1, . . . , qK̄} where
qk is the normalized surface form of v̄k. Next, we use a separate
vocabulary model that contains named entities to detect misspelled
words in the original transcription ŷ. We then enumerate all possible
n-grams in ŷ (up to 5-grams) that have at least one misspelled word.
This gives us a set of n-grams containing misspelled words that we
denote as P = {p1, . . . , pL}. Finally, we perform the fuzzy match-
ing over the cartesian product P × Q and filter pairs of misspelled
n-grams and normalized surface forms that have a minimum fuzzy
matching score of a threshold value α. We denote this set of fuzzy
refinements asR =

{(
pl, qk

)
;DRO(pl, qk) ≥ α

}
.

We denote the normalized surface forms of named entities thus
identified in R as Q∗ = {q∗1 , . . . , q∗K∗} where K∗ = |R|. In prac-
tice, we minimize the number of fuzzy matching operations per-
formed by only considering pairs of (pl, qk) where both have the
same number of words/grams. We keep only the top 5 qk for each
pl, as scored by DRO . From cross-validation, we also set α = 0.6.
Therefore, this step yields us a set of refinements R that can sub-
stitute misspelled n-grams P with surface forms of named entities
Q∗. In Section 3.3, we describe how we integrate this information
derived from structured knowledge with the acoustic model.

3.3. Knowledge-Infused Subword Model (KISM)

The Knowledge-Infused Subword Model (KISM) leverages the
fuzzy-matched surface forms Q∗ in a second pass through the hy-
brid CTC-attention model to up-weight entity predictions during
beam search. KISM is a subword-level LM based on a prefix tree
implementation that emits higher scores for subwords that increase
the likelihood of decoding named entities identified in Section 3.2.

For a given example, we compute a subword prefix tree on-the-
fly using its corresponding entity surface forms from Q∗. Hence,
each node Ma in the KISM prefix tree (except the root node Mφ)
represents a subword wa. For each edge in the prefix tree, where the
parent node is Ma and the child node is Mb, we assign an energy
value γ(Ma,Mb) equivalent to the number of valid entity surface
forms that can be reached by traversing the tree through node Mb.

The beam search algorithm maintains a list of scored hypothe-
ses with the corresponding decoder states for multiple beam search
decoders [16]. The CTC head, attention decoder and LMs are exam-
ples of beam search decoders. We employ the KISM prefix tree as
one such beam search decoder. By leveraging hash maps, our prefix
tree traversal implementation has a linear runtime complexity.

At some arbitrary step n during beam search decoding, the
KISM decoder state ψjn for the hypothesis Hj is represented by
some node M

ψ
j
n

in the prefix tree. The initial decoder state ψj0 is set
to the root nodeMφ. Let us also denote the running subword history
at step n as y

ψ
j
n

= [y1, . . . , yn].
While decoding at step n+1 using the last decoder state ψjn, we

first obtain the updated decoder state as:

ψjn+1 =

{
Ma if Ma ∈ children(M

ψ
j
n

) and wa = yn

Mφ otherwise
(1)



Ground truth minquan railway station is a station on longhai railway in minquan county shangqiu henan

Original ASR output minquan railway station is a station on longhai railway in minquan county shangchu henan
Greedy Fuzzy Refinement china railway station is a station on donghaixian railway station minquan county xianghua henan
ASR output with KISM minquan railway station is a station on longhai railway in minquan county shangqiu henan

(a) Comparison of final output for Greedy Fuzzy Refinement and KISM. In this case, KISM is able to correct the ASR output from “shangchu” to “shangqiu”.

OOV n-gram Matched subgraph entity Fuzzy patterns matched DRO

shangchu henan xianghua henan “ang”, “hu”, “ henan” 0.79
minquan railway china railway “in”, “a”, “ railway” 0.79
longhai railway in donghaixian railway station “onghai”, “ railway”, “i”, “n” 0.76
shangchu shangqiu “shang”, “u” 0.75

(b) Fuzzy refinement candidates ranked by fuzzy score (DRO).
Sample calculation: DRO(“shangchu”, “shangqiu”) = 2 × (|shang| + |u|) / (|shangchu| + |shangqiu|) = 2 × (5 + 1) / (8 + 8) = 0.75

Table 1: Qualitative example of Greedy Fuzzy Refinement and KISM output for α = 0.75 (exact matches with DRO = 1 not shown for
brevity). Even though fuzzy matching detects the correct refinement 〈shangchu→ shangqiu〉 with a score of 0.75, it doesn’t get applied by
the Greedy Fuzzy Refinement approach in the final output because a higher-order refinement 〈shangchu henan→ xianghua henan〉 with a
score of 0.79 already replaces “shangchu”. Meanwhile, KISM combines fuzzy matches with acoustic decoding for a more robust refinement.

Next, we initialize an energy vector g = [gw1 , . . . , gwD ] for all
subwords,D being vocabulary size. GivenM

ψ
j
n+1

corresponding to

the updated decoder state ψjn+1, we compute values in g as:

gwb =

{
γ(M

ψ
j
n+1

,Mb) if ∃Mb ∈ children(M
ψ

j
n+1

)

δ ≈ 0 otherwise
(2)

where δ is an arbitrarily small value for avoiding division-by-zero
errors. Finally, we compute the subword probabilities emitted by the
KISM decoder as pKISM(wa|ψ) = gwa/

∑
b gwb .

Therefore, the KISM decoder up-weights the probabilities for
subwords that correspond to children nodes in the prefix tree, where
the parent node corresponds to the subword that was last decoded
in the given hypothesis. KISM tracks the decoded subwords and
updates the state accordingly within the prefix tree. When a leaf
node is encountered at some state, i.e., a valid named entity has been
decoded, the updated state gets reset to the root node Mφ.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Data

Speech utterances used in our experiments include data from
Mozilla’s Common Voice [17] and TED-LIUM [18] datasets, as
well as TTS data. To effectively evaluate our approach, we con-
sider speech examples containing at least 1 pair of related entities.
We found that there is a dearth of such speech examples in public
datasets. For instance, the TED-LIUM test set has less than 50
samples that mention a pair of related entities. We overcome this
challenge by generating TTS data [19] containing named entities
using the publicly available Amazon Polly service [20]. First, we
leverage the open-sourced Wikidata5M dataset [21] that provides a
semantically annotated text corpus of Wikipedia descriptions. We
extract ∼19M sentences by splitting the description paragraphs to
obtain short utterances. We then use DBpedia Spotlight to annotate
entities in each sentence, and drop sentences not having at least 1
pair of entities that are linked in the DBpedia knowledge graph. Fi-
nally, we use Amazon Polly to convert ∼2M sentences thus filtered
into speech examples. For generating each sentence, we randomly
sample from a set of 9 en-US “Neural TTS” speakers in Amazon
Polly (5 female, 4 male voices). We separate∼90% of this TTS data

for training and validation, and combine it with all speech examples
from the natural voice datasets [17, 18] that have entities identified
using DBpedia Spotlight. For our test split, we use the remaining
speech examples from the TTS data, ensuring that each example in
the TTS test set has at least 1 entity not seen during training. This
yields a test split of ∼10k utterances with OOV named entities.

4.2. Baseline

We use a hybrid CTC-attention model [22] based on the conformer
architecture [23]. The encoder has 12 conformer layers with 8 atten-
tion heads having output size of 512. The decoder has 1 transformer
attention block and the model uses 1000 subword units. All our work
is implemented in ESPnet [24]. We start with a model that was pre-
trained on ∼28k hours of privately obtained voice data of various
domains such as news media, public talks and call centre recordings.
To get the baseline model, we further fine-tune it on our training data
(described in Section 4.1). The model is fine-tuned jointly with CTC
loss as well as attention decoder loss using the Adam optimizer [25].
For inference, we use a beam size of 100 with no additional LMs.
After fine-tuning, the model has a baseline word error rate (WER)
of 5.91% on the test set (Table 2). We also use DBpedia Spotlight
for computing the recall of named entities not seen during training
(denoted as OOV recall). The baseline model has an OOV recall of
64.71% (Table 2). We also show results from the first-pass greedy
CTC decoding used to extract the knowledge subgraph. We see that
using only the CTC head, the OOV recall is 60.93%. The inclusion
of the attention head in the hybrid CTC-attention baseline improves
both OOV recall as well as WER. Hence, we use the model in the
hybrid setting as our baseline for all experiments.

4.3. Results

Table 2 shows that the KISM model improves the final OOV recall
by an absolute 4.58% with an improvement of absolute 0.25% in
WER compared to the baseline. We also perform extensive ablation
experiments to show efficacy of each stage of the proposed approach.

4.3.1. Greedy Fuzzy Refinement (Ablation with no KISM)

In this ablation, we evaluate the efficacy of the proposed fuzzy re-
finement approach, which is an intermediate step in constructing the



CTC Attention KISM Knowledge Subgraph Fuzzy Refinement WER OOV Recall

First-pass greedy CTC X − − − − 6.71 60.93
Baseline (hybrid CTC-attention) X X − − − 5.91 64.71
Greedy Fuzzy Refinement X X − X X 5.69 67.61
KISM (no Knowledge Subgraph) X X X − − 18.91 65.54
KISM (no Fuzzy Refinement) X X X X − 10.66 68.39
KISM (proposed) X X X X X 5.66 69.29

Table 2: Results for different approaches and ablations showing average WER (in %) as well as the OOV recall (in %) for the TTS test set.

KISM model. In the original approach, fuzzy refinement yields a set
of top-k named entities for each OOV n-gram having a match score
DRO above some threshold α. For this ablation, we modify this ap-
proach to follow a greedy heuristic: for each OOV n-gram, we only
consider the entity with the highest match score above a threshold α
and drop the rest. This gives us a set of refinements, each refinement
being a pair of OOV n-gram and a matched entity. We then sort the
refinements by DRO and iteratively replace each OOV n-gram with
its corresponding entity in this ranked order.

Table 1 shows an example of this Greedy Fuzzy Refinement
(GFR) approach. Note in this example that the misspelled word
“shangchu” has 2 refinements “xianghua henan” and “shangqiu”,
the latter being correct. However, since “xianghua henan” has a
higher score for the OOV 2-gram “shangchu henan”, it takes prece-
dence in the greedy approach, and the correct refinement does not
get applied in the final output as “shangchu” is already replaced
by “xianghua”. It is clear from this example that combining the
refinements with acoustic information can overcome this issue as
“shangchu” and “xianghua” can be easily distinguished in speech.
This motivates our application of KISM on top of fuzzy refinement,
combining knowledge-induced artifacts with acoustic decoding.

For obtaining the upper bound OOV recall with this ablation, we
perform GFR on the hybrid CTC-attention output. As GFR operates
at the word level, from cross-validation we find that using a high
value of α = 0.9 yields the best results. In contrast, cross-validation
shows that a lower α = 0.6 is better for KISM as it can filter false-
positives by leveraging acoustic scores. We find that decreasing α
for GFR increases the chances of false-positive surface forms being
substituted, following the greedy heuristic. Conversely, increasing
α can filter out true positive surface forms from being included in
the KISM prefix tree. Table 2 shows that GFR already improves the
OOV recall by 2.9% (from 64.71% to 67.61%). However, KISM is
able to further improve OOV recall significantly.

4.3.2. Ablation with no knowledge subgraph

Although variations of subword-level prefix tree models similar to
the KISM model have been proposed in the literature [26, 27, 28],
KISM’s ability to improve OOV recall is derived from the fusion
of semantic knowledge extraction and fuzzy matching on top of the
beam search augmentation. We test this by removing the knowledge
subgraph extraction and the consequent fuzzy refinement steps.

In this ablation, instead of filtering related entities from the first-
pass hypothesis, we consider all possible named entities in the KG
as candidatesQ∗ for constructing the prefix tree. Since the set of en-
tities in the KG remain constant, it is no longer required to compute
the KISM prefix tree on-the-fly. However, the runtime complexity
during beam search, which scales linearly with the branching fac-
tor of the prefix tree, goes up significantly as we’re now considering
entities of an exponentially higher magnitude. We see in Table 2
that this ablation approach does improve the baseline OOV recall by

0.83% (from 64.71% to 65.54%). However, there is a severe dete-
rioration of the WER, which increases from 5.91% all the way up
to 18.91%. Since there are significantly more entities in this abla-
tion that are unrelated to the semantic context of the utterance, there
is a higher number of false-positive changes induced by the ablated
KISM model for closely spelled words during beam search, which
increases WER. The slight increase in the OOV recall also demon-
strates the power of KISM itself in weeding out true-positive enti-
ties even in the presence of hundreds of thousands of noisy entities.
Comparing these results to our proposed approach also demonstrates
the significance of incorporating structured knowledge. For com-
putational practicality, we only consider all entities in the test set
ground truth instead of the entire DBpedia KG.

4.3.3. Ablation with no fuzzy refinement

Extracting the knowledge subgraph provides a semantic context of
the utterance in the form of related named entities, whereas the fuzzy
refinement step more explicitly constrains this context to match with
misspelled n-grams in the first-pass hypothesis. For example, with-
out knowledge subgraph, KISM has more than 2.7M surface forms.
Using the subgraph without applying fuzzy refinement, KISM can
have up to 180k surface forms. Combining knowledge subgraph and
fuzzy refinement yields less than 20 surface forms in most cases.

Hence, we test the efficacy of the proposed fuzzy refinement
step by directly using entities from the knowledge subgraph without
performing fuzzy refinement. We only perform the knowledge sub-
graph extraction and use surface forms for the subgraph entities as
candidates Q∗ for the KISM model. This significantly reduces the
number of entities compared to Section 4.3.2, but there still may be
many spurious entities, especially for high degree nodes in the KG.

Table 2 shows that performing this ablation improves OOV re-
call by 3.68% but there is also a significant increase in WER of
4.75%. Without fuzzy refinement, KISM is able to correctly detect
entities in the utterance from the knowledge subgraph, but still strug-
gles to lower false-positive changes during beam search. In contrast,
the proposed approach with fuzzy refinement further improves OOV
recall whilst also improving WER. Fuzzy refinement ensures that the
KISM model ignores entities not having a strong match with mis-
spelled n-grams, thus reducing the possibility of false-positives.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose the novel knowledge-infused subword
modeling approach that combines semantic knowledge subgraph
extraction with fuzzy refinement and beam search. Our proposed
approach improves the performance of an ASR model in correctly
predicting OOV named entities from speech by an absolute 4.58%.
In future work, we aim to leverage this framework for architectural
fusion in order to induce knowledge context directly at earlier layers
of the model, thus allowing more robust decoding of named entities.
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